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SIMPLE PERFORMABILITY BOUNDS FOR COMMUNICATION NETWORKS 

Nico M. van Dljk 

Free University, De Boelelaan 1105. 1081 HV Amsterdam. The Netherlands 

A communication network of end-to-end connections is studied with message interrup
tions such as due to collisions. source interferences or breakdowns. The purpose of 
the paper is twofold: 

(I) To propose a modification approach to obtain simple performance estimates. 
(i1) To illustrate how a priori bounds on the accuracy can be concluded. 

Two applications are studied: 
A communication network with message collisions such as due to time-slotting. 
A communication network which is subject to total system breakdowns. 

For each a simple explicit throughput estimate and error bound on its accuracy is ob
tained. Further application of the modification approach seems promising. 

Keywords Communication network • message collisions • breakdowns • perform ability 
estimate • error bound. 

Introduction 

Motivation 

Communication networks have become an integral part 
of present-day organizations and technological de
velopments. Enormous cash-flows are nowadays in
volved in the design. mOdellng and evaluation of 
both to be built and existing systems. Unfortunate
ly. exact analytic expressions for performance 
measures of interest are usually destroyed by prac
tical features such as message collisions. source 
interferences or system breakdowns. In well design
ed systems though the occurrence of such phenomena 
will be "rare". For quick performance evaluation 
purposes it thus seems appealing to ignore these 
features so as to obtain a simple performance esti
mate. 

Re8Ulu 

This paper will suggest such estimates for a class 
of communication networks. In particular. it will 
study two applications in detail in order to show 
that formal support by error bounds can be obtain
ed. These applications concern: 

A communication network with message collision 
probabilities. 
A communication network in which the total 
system can go down. 

For each a simple throughput estimate and explicit 
error bound of its accuracy will be provided. 
Further applications such as to study the effect of 
message retransmissions or propagation delays seem 
promising. 

2 Model and estimates 

Consider a communication network of M transmitters 
(sources). numbered 

• 
• o 

o 

o 
• 

1 ••••• M. At any time a source is either in an idle 
(non-transmitting) or busy (transmitting) mode and 
the system state is expressed by H={h •...• h } de-

l m 
noting that sources h •...• h are currently busy. 

I m 
The mOde mechanism is determined as follows. When a 
source h is idle in state H. thus with ht!H. it will 
request a transmission at an exponential rate: 

When a source h is busy in state H. thus with hEH. 
it will complete its transmission at an exponential 
rate 

Here the functions ~1(.1.) and ~ll.) are included 

to model interference phenomena such as collisions 
or priorities. 
Particular. f3

1 
(h I H) I: 0 is allowed to reflect that 

state H blocks source h to become busy. for example 
when source h requires channels already occupied by 
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busy sources in state H. Similarly, also 13 (h 1 H) = 
o is allowed to reflect that an ongoing t~ansmis
sion of source h is interrupted in state H, for 
example due to a busy source which has higher pri-
0rity on a common channel or due to a breakdown. 

Without loss of generality assume that the underly
ing continuous-time Markov chain is irreducible at 
some set S. Clearly, the form of this set is deter
mined by O-values of the functions 13 and 13 • Let 

. 12 

n(H) denote the steady state distribution at S. The 
following Lemma, adopted from [2], shows when one 
can conclude an explicit expression for n(H). 

Lemma 2.1 Suppose that for all HeS: 

(2.2) 13
1
(hIH-h) = 0 .. 13

2
(hIH) = 0 

(2.3) 13
1
(hIH-h) = 13

2
(hIH) = 1 

otherwise. Then for all H e S: 

(2.4) n(H) 

To illustrate condition (2.2) let us give two exam
ples. 

Example 2.1 (Coordinate convex) Assume that 
13

2
(hIH-h) = 13

2
(hlH) = 1 for all HeS. Then (2.2) is 

satisfied provided S has the coordinate convex 
form: 

(2.5) HeS .. H-heS 

Example: CLrcuLt swLtchLng 

As an example of (2.5) consider a circuit switched 
structure with Ml trunks at trunkgroup i and with 
sources classified in 4-types. A transmission from 
a source requires a trunk from each trunk group 
along its end-to-end connection at the same time. 
Condition (2.5) is then satisfied with S the set of 
states H in which the numbers of busy type-i sour
ces n

1 
satisfy the conditions: 

n :Si M 
1 1 

n + n :Si M 
1 2 5 

n3 + n4 :Si M6 

n +n +n +n sM 
1 2 3 4 7 

In realistic situations, though, also other source 
interferences may be involved, for example message 
collisions due to time-slotting, by which condition 
(2.3) . and generally (2.4) will be violated. This 
will be studied in section 3.1. 

Example 2.2 (Priority source/breakdown) Let 
13

1
(.1.) = 13z<.I.) = 1 at S except for states H with 

source MeH: 

(heH, h - MeH) 

Source M would thus essentially stop all other 
sources to work, for example mode ling an emergency 
transmission or a total system breakdown. The con
ditions (2.2) and (2.3) are then satisfied. 

More realistically, though, in such occasions only 
the 13

2
( . 1.) and not the 13

1
<.1.)-function would be

come 0, so that (2.2) and thus also (2.4) fail. 
This will be studied in section 3.2. 

Modification approach 

In practice, the conditions (2.2) and (2.3) are 
usually not perfectly satisfied but with failures 
occurring only rarely. By slightly modifying the 
system so as to repair these failures one would 
thus justify the use of (2.4) as a simple reasona
ble approximation. Particularly, one can so obtain 
a simple estimate for the throughput given by: 

The next section will study two special applica
tions of the modification approach in more detail 
and present explicit error bounds on the accuracy 
of the estimates. 

3 Two applications 

3.1 Message collisions 

Consider the system as described in section 2 with 
S satisfying (2.5) but where for some «>0 and all 
H, H+heS: 

{ 

U-131 (h I H)] :Si ex 

(3.1) 

U-f3z(hIH)) :Si ex. 

Typically, the left hand sides of these inequali
ties may represent collision probabilities. For 
example, when system entrances and departures take 
place in some time-slotted manner with time-slot A, 
we could have: 



representing that only one entrance or departure 
request can be granted within the same time-slot. 
Condition (3.1) is satisfied with 

(Estfmate) 

Consider the modified system with exactly the same 
state space S satisfying (2.5) and intensities '1 

h 

and Ilh for all h, but with ~2(hIH) = ~l(hIH-h) = 1 

for all HES, thus as in example 2.1. In words that 
is, as if the state dependent but small loss proba
bilities as according to (3.1) are simply ignored. 
Expression (2.4) for the steady state probabilities 
w(.) now applies so that its throughput is easily 
calculated by 

The following result, which will be partially 
proven later on, compares the throughput g of the 
original system and g of the modified system as 
given by (2.7) and (3.4). 

Result 3.1 

Remark Note that the error bound (3.5) is intui
tively supported. 

3.2 System breakdown 

Let ~1(.1.) = ~2(·1·) = 1 at S except for 

(3.6) 1~2(hIH) = 0 for H with source MEH (h;!:M}.1 

(Note the contrast with (2.6)). Source M will thus 
stop all ongoing transmissions but not the schedul
ing of new transmissions by idle sources. This cor
responds precisely with a so-called independent 
total system breakdown, which may occur indepen
dently of the system state. In that case it is 
realistic to assume that the downtime fraction is 
small. 

(Estfmate) 

Consider the above system, but without (3.6). In 
words that is. source M does not interrupt other 
sources. Again expression (2.4) applies with 

1( replaced by wand throughput 

(3.7) g - 1: it(H) (1: _JJ) 
HES hEIf h 

The following result, proven later on, compares the 
throughput g of the above original system and g of 
this modified system as by (2.7) and (3.7). 
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Result 3.2 

Remark 3.2 Note that '1 I( '1 +Il ) represents the 
M M M 

downtime fraction of the system which should be 
thought of as a small number like 0.5-2.07.. As the 
throughput itself is of order (1:hllh), the relative 

error of the throughput estimate would thus also be 
of this small order. 

4 Proof 

The proof of results 3.1 and 3.2 will follow by ap
plying an approximation theorem from [1J. We will 
leave the notational transformations and technical
ities to the reader, as these are rather straight
forward, except for one essential step. This con
cerns the estimation of the so-called bias-terms 
(see title of reference [1]) which is needed to ap
ply the theorem. Also, for presentational simplici
ty we assume here that S has no restrictions, i.e. 
~(.I.) = ~(·I·) = 1. 

More precisely, consider the system from example 
2.1, that is without source interferences within S. 
Note that this corresponds to the modified model of 
application 3 .1 as well as application 3.2. With 

Q=1: ('1 +Il), h h h 

define functions V n (.) by V 0 (. ) .. 0 and for n>O: 

(4.0 V n+l(H) .. 1:hEH[Il/QJ 

+ 1: ... ['1 IQ) V (H+h) 
h.,H h n 

+ 1: (Il IQ) V (H-h). 
hEH h n 

For arbitrary Initial stat H the system throughput 
& is then obtained by 

(4.2") g .. Urn 9 V (H). 
n n 

Lemma 4.1 For all n and H, H+h E S we have: 

Proof We will apply induction on n. As Vo(') = 0, 

(4.3) holds for n = O. Suppose that (4.3) holds for 
all n ~ m, h and H. Then by (4.0, 
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(4.4) V (H+h) - V (H) 
m+1 m 

• 

By substituting the induction hypothesis (4.3) for 
n • m and recalling Q - 1: (" +fl) one immediately 

b b b 
verifies (4.3) also for n = m+l. 0 

The proof of result 3.1 now completes by theorem 
2.1 ()f (1) and verification its conditions with: 

-I 
Q • 

The proof of result 3.2 follows similarly by veri
fying its conditions with: 

"=0 

t(H) == 1 (MEH) 

Remark By combining the lower estimate 0 from 
(4.3) with theorem 2.2 of (1J one could also for
malize the intuitive obvious result: g:s g in both 
results 3.1 and 3.2. 
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